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SCO Meeting Notes

August 4, 2010

Attending:  Margaret Phillips (B), Bonnie Tijerina (LA), Martha, Barbara Schader (R), John Bloomberg-Rissman (R), Martha Hruska (SD), Gail
Persily (SD), Brad Eden (SB), Beth Remak (SC)

1. Announcements and transitions

Transitions

Martha is the new co-chair (replacing Gail Persily)
Marcus left UCSF, so Gail Persily will stay on for a few more meetings

Schedule for calls – Do we need to find a better time for our monthly meetings?  Members are fine with the time, but Margaret will ask members
who were not on the call.

SCO website – asking for another campus to take this on.

Martha can possibly help with this on her campus. 

2. Annual Report: Final review of 2009/10 report

Gail created a first draft: [https://wiki.library.ucsf.edu/x/8pXQAQ|../x/8pXQAQ\||]

When we’re ready, we will send to Jim Dooley (chair of CDC) 

3. SCO Goals

eScholarship

When considering eScholarship support as a goal, the SCO group had a discussion about what the group knows regarding Dan Greenstein’s
proposal to move eScholarship over to the UC Press.  There are still many details to be worked out and this decision will effect SCO work.  
  Some questions include:

Can we find out information about the UL talk with Dan?
Where does SCO fit into this discussion?
What should our role be in regards to eScholarship and what is our function going forward?
Has UCOLASC and SLASIAC been informed?

ACTION ITEM: Martha will try to obtain and email to SCOs the letter written to ULs from CDC and any additional information from CDC in order to
move forward with our goal-setting.

Open Access

Open access is a big part of our goals.  Part of that is supporting eScholarship.  Will that change?

Should we use OA Week to do more listening regarding what is needed on the campuses in this area?

We decided to include an opening paragraph to the SCO annual report about our charge and our importance.

For the future, the SCO group is considering creating a document that highlights the efforts across the 10 UC libraries in support of scholarly
communication, eScholarship and open access.

ACTION ITEM: Margaret will work on a preface to the goals document reiterating our charge. 


